Purpose
- 2-in-1 tool to improve efficiency and flexibility of jetting/cleaning operations of BOP/Wellhead/Subsea Tree Profiles

Advantages
- Saves rig time with flexibility of tool
- Enhanced assembly for directional jetting
- Improves downhole equipment cleaning
- Reduces BOP surface maintenance times

New Design Concept Benefits
- In-Line Jet Sub can be run integral of the drill string for short trips
- Full In-Line Jet Sub with Bull Nose can be a dedicated run with adjustable nose port
- Adjustable nozzle ports dressed open or closed to direct the desired flow and TFA
- Variety of nozzle standard sizes available
- Designed and verified with FEA
- XT57 and 6 5/8” FH designs available, with others pending

Please contact our Engineering Team for more information - info@workstrings.com

Patent Pending
Download the Workstrings International Pipe Specification App on the App Store™ or Google Play™.

The App allows users to access specifications for the most commonly used sizes and connections of drill pipe, landing string, HWDP drill collars and tubing providing the option to view and email specification sheets conveniently using your mobile device.

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc.